Oath of a Pharmacist

At this time, I vow to devote my professional life to the service of mankind through the profession of pharmacy.

I will consider the welfare of humanity and relief of human suffering my primary concern.

I will use my knowledge and skills to the best of my ability in serving the public and other health professionals.

I will do my best to keep abreast of developments and maintain professional competency in my profession of pharmacy.

I will obey the laws governing the practice of pharmacy and will support enforcement of such laws.

I will maintain the highest standards of moral and ethical conduct.

I take these vows voluntarily with the full realization of the confidence and responsibility with which I am entrusted by the public.
Dedication

Professor Barry Kass

We, the Class of 1993, dedicate this yearbook to our teacher, advisor, and friend Professor Barry Kass. It should be noted that this decision was not picked from a hat, but voted almost unanimously by the senior class. Not only did Professor Kass do his best to teach us (and get us through Drug Info), but was a friend that each of us could talk to anytime. Even surgery could not keep Professor Kass away from Northeastern to aide his students in easing into Clinical Clerkship. We thank you Professor Kass. You helped us when we needed you most.
I would like to thank my Mom, Dad, and my sister Nicole. To all my friends, thank you for all the good times. I know you know we’ve had some good times, but they have their own hiding place I can sometimes you sometime, but I can’t fix much yesterday. Hellen, LOUISE, and MPhD Burely. Goodbye to the hangouts. To all my friends, thank you for all the good times. Now they have their buy back sale. Joint. Dad’s, Cactus Club, Daisy Buchanan’s, Venus. and I would like Iris, where’s Heba, for the usual. Better than the Nonn! Mut Mutant Mutation. I like most likely to have an absence. Thanks, Mom yesterday. Peace, LOVE, library dementia. Hi LizlisaLiz. They to thank my Mom. IRIS DANIELLE. Elia’s. “You never know who you gonna hit.” Don’t! Geeks. Excuse me. Iris? I hit the coaster ride. Timmy! We go to the pie who passed away during my my grandpa Joe and my gramps gave me support and love, lo ve, and pep talks. To get me through this one. And my sister Nicole. To get me through this one. I want to thank my family for all the care packages especially. Nina, mom, Grandpa. Thank you for putting up with me all these years. I love you! I finally made it! 1989! Putting the anchor points have changed my life for the better. I would not have turned back. I didn’t go to your Graduation at the Garden in 1989.

Thanks to Mom & Dad for helping me financially, as well as emotionally, and for putting up with the second time around in College. Thanks to my wife Chuck and my support system on the deck & nights before final. Mom, Dad, my Brother Massoud, were always there. I’m grateful that I had the chance to go back after being a “DROP OUT.” I would not have come back if not for you. I love you. Good luck to my brothers, sisters, & cousins with school. Good luck to Coast Bates to the Class of 1989!
I referenced "A 2.0 thing." Stein said.

Smith and path is for your steps strange trip that was? l Had some great times at this school " the r e quered! can been able to make it this far . . . Thank strength for years of Pharmacy School. Mom

Let's Hall

" Don't put to memorization what can be

DONALD P. BRADY

" There is a song no single highway between the dawn & the dark of night, you must go, no one can follow that path for you... To your class, I would like to make it without all of you. I would also like to say to Mr. Butterworth in the House, Mr. with, Bruce, Parsons, and all those people that I should have been studying... I'll never forget my summer in California. France, Florida, Cancun, Bahamas. You only live once, but if you do it right, once is enough... so be it up!

KAREN BANVILLE

"ed like to take this opportunity and space to say Thank you to my friends and family for their continuous love and support; and to the people who made me feel so special thanks to Mom and Uncle Bill... and help. Without you this would not be possible... Also thank you for your influence. I love you all Thomas in L.E., N.A., T.T., B.C.D., F.T., C.D., and everyone who has made it possible... Congratulations to P.D. College of Pharmacy Class of 1997!

ELLEN E. BORTON

" Tomorrow is the most important thing in life. It's perfect when it passes itself in our hands. It helps when it passes itself. I hope we learn from our mistakes... I would really love these mistakes without the pain..."

CHRISTIAN B. BLUM

"There are two people in my life that mean so much more than words can ever express. Without their love and support, the great wave of life would have washed me ashore. There are two people who gave me the strength & motivation to actually make it through those long years of Pharmacy School. Mom & Dad. I owe you so much... I would have never been able to make it this far... Thanks! Marty, what can I say for the "Long Black Coat" we wore? If we never

ROBERT R. BRALEY

"Thank you Mom, Dad, family, and friends for your patience and support. Without you, this would not be possible. And to those people who made me feel so special thanks to Mom and Uncle Bill... and help. Without you this would not be possible... Also, thank you for your influence. I love you all Thomas in L.E., N.A., T.T., B.C.D., F.T., C.D., and everyone who has made it possible... Congratulations to P.D. College of Pharmacy Class of 1997!

FENNY CHEATLE

"With the love and support of family and friends you can achieve anything. Envisioned by these around me; I am and conquered. Thanks for the memories Dad, I really made it.

RUDY C. BUTTERWORTH JR.

"I would like to thank my parents for all their love and support. I don't think I would have made it if it wasn't for both of you... Without your support... Also, I must say that those past three years here have been a blast. Hope all of us will miss the Class of 1995.

CHRISTOPHER BREUNING

"Remember when "D & W N. W. wrote in our notes at Quincy Market every Wednesday and we always hate to class. We all chanted, "B & S!" I would like to thank the following people: My parents for their guidance, Rats! Show for her support and financial help. To Ben, Tom, and Steve, pharmacists at S.W. Pharmacy for their invaluable experience. To the Kavens for being my "college parents" to the Cus tions, for being my "college friends" and for being the best friends in the good times. "Me I'm gone" George Carlin Turncoat... Look Out! RPI"
you going on any road trips
I'm going someone's house to have a shot of Jager. The Bills game, best of luck; Ralph you havin' a party after finals; Leslie and I wanna coconut crunch: Blum remember smashing the furniture, anything and everything.

... Grassi, Ass, puzzles in pen... just don't take a bite of my toast (J.M.)
man, my Lola Granola (TL) ... Don't make those beautiful... came! Phone's on during finals... chillin' will be the last five years. Ciao

The End.

Thank you to my family, friends, and everyone that's given me support (and money) the last five years. Ciao

The End.

Thank you to my family, friends, and everyone that's given me support (and money) the last five years. Ciao

The End.
I don't walk in front of me. I may not lead. I don't walk behind me. I may not follow. I am just right by my friend. "If you don't like what you see behind you, that's all my friends for helping me get through the hard times. But, special thanks to my friends. "If you see? "

I want to thank my parents for all I've done. I'm grateful! We want you to know... will you meet me at midnight at the Museum or Fine Arts. Di-Aazzz - The road was tough but we made it - we deserve a drink.

To have a friend is to be a friend. John, there's still 90 minutes left - Chris don't ever forget Pharmacology lab and moving you into your new apartment (with the guy that was too weak to lift anything). For all the girls in Fiore's Class, "Stop Drooling!"

To laugh, is to risk appearing a fool. To weep is to risk appearing a fool, To hope is to risk despair, To love is to risk not being loved in return. To live is nothing. has nothing, is nothing. A person who risks nothing, does nothing, fails nothing, is nothing. Only a person who risks is free. -Author unknown.
CHRISTINE ARENDT

First of all, thank you Mom and Dad for making this possible. Andy thanks for coming up here from freshman year when I wanted to quit. I would not have made it without that stuffed bear. To David, Jeremy, and Gary thanks for listening to me, moving me, and giving me advice.

It has been a great experience here at NU. I have learned so much (especially those that made me laugh) the best of luck. Remember to all our friends and remedies, whatever we say or do, it is friendship that makes the difference, to friendship that sets us through.

KATHRYN E. JOHNSON

Thank you Mom and Dad! Life is like a Highway. I want to ride it all night long. -02-02-02. I want to know what is in your heart, not in your head. - Alrehman, Same It’s Closed. To the first person I ever knew at NU I want you to know that I love you very much. Thank you for the friendship. (Patricia, a fellow 6th month.) Would you like to meet them for being there? To all friends in the dorm area who made me laugh and to all other people who makes a good time even when I’m not around! Joe A., see you at our wedding. You always wear your daze - unbelievable! Every girl loves you. We’ll be at you said goodbye. You really mean a lot to me. Love you! 455 Y561-29 T0090

NASREEN SAREENA ISMAIL

First, I would like to thank my father for his support and encouragement throughout my schooling. I wouldn’t be here without him. To those at NU who made my life here memorable, thanks. I wish to God you. For those who were there for me, thanks. But I want to thank my family who have supported and encouraged me. To all my friends and family who have supported me, I will always love you! Jason, I couldn’t have done it without you! Chuck, I needed you! Chuck, I hope to make you proud.

CHRISTINE ANN HOPKINS

We are gone, played in the sun, had our fun, we took the last class; the result was pain. For that, I say a thanks. We paid our last fee, an shed with grace, time we’re the veins of life.

Congratulations everyone! It’s a miracle which I could not understand. Special thanks to Audra, Erica, and Gary’s going for freshman year. To Gary, Ann, and Krup for help to classes. Thank God for my best friends: The and Claudia. Tend my kids to Mom, Dad, and sister. And Pals, I hope to see you.

EMMA W. JUNE

I would like to congratulate my best friends, especially Eric & David, for their accomplishments, and to wish each of you success and good luck in the future. May all of us would like to thank my father for his love and support through the years.
NIVEDITA MPOUR
A year late, but it was worth it. Thanks Mom and Dad - it's finally over. Mom, thanks for the endless encouragement and support. And also thanks to my roommates, Heather, Audie, and Trisha - thanks for the laughs. Thanks again to everybody who helped me through pharmacy school!!

MARY A. KLEIN
A year late, but it was worth it. Thanks Mom and Dad - it's finally over. Mom, thanks for the endless encouragement and support. And also thanks to my roommates, Heather, Audie, and Trisha. Thanks again to everybody who helped me through pharmacy school!!

NIVEDITA MPOUR
Thanks to the Class of 1993 for such a great time. I would also like to thank Geoffrey for the inspiration of getting me through this and my parents and teachers for their continued encouragement and support. And also thanks to everybody who helped me through pharmacy school!!

MICHAEL N. KALENBA
Thanks to the Class of 1993 for such a great time. I would also like to thank Geoffrey for the inspiration of getting me through this and my parents and teachers for their continued encouragement and support. And also thanks to everybody who helped me through pharmacy school!!

MARY A. KLEIN
Thanks to the Class of 1993 for such a great time. I would also like to thank Geoffrey for the inspiration of getting me through this and my parents and teachers for their continued encouragement and support. And also thanks to everybody who helped me through pharmacy school!!

ANITA CLAIRE KHOURY
Success comes to people who never stop dreaming, who trust that their dreams can come true. Many thanks to Mom and Dad for always laying there for me and making my dreams come true.
I would also like to thank all my professors for their encouragement and patience with me.
To my buddies, thanks for the memories, it's been real (ProfessorAlumni at last!!)
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DAVID A. LEESON
When the fires burn out, and the waters run dry, the mountains have fallen. We'll remember these times. The sea seasons roll by, and the youth slips away, the glory has faded, what will we say?
Thanks to all my friends for making these three years fun and rewarding. Thanks also for my family for supporting me along the way and putting up with eight years of university.

CHARLES CHUWAI LIU
Finally, I got through all these years at Northeastern University. I feel that I have gained a lot of valuable experience which is very precious to me and cannot be forgotten. When I first got into college I felt so lonely, and I thought I was never going to make it. But I made every positive effort to become independent.
I thank God, my parents, and Northeastern University for giving me the opportunity of education and for opening the door that will lead me to success.

YUONAH K. LEE
This is it. The ride is over. It has been a giant roller coaster that was filled with ups and downs, but I feel blessed to have many of you as my friends. Mitch, Robert, Dave, Mike, Troy, Pat, Steven, George, and Mark.
Thank you for your comments at the tion women. Thank you, Mr. and Mrs. Lathrop for being a good teacher as well as a good friend. Thank you, A. Sakis and Mr. J. I'm old for caring.
God luck to all and don't be strangers.

ALIDRA DENISE LONG
This is the last of the lessons I have learned. I think the most important of all is that life is a game and if played right can be a tremendous amount of fun.
Thank you Mom, Dad, and especially Jenny for allowing me to study.
This is the last time I will have to speak, but I will continue to be a good friend to all my friends.

MELANIE A. LIFTROT
Always reach for the skies, for they are limitless.
Thanks to all you seniors, Eric, and all of my family for your love and support and for everyone who has helped make my life at Northeastern a little easier whether it be studying, challenging my questions, being there, or just being a good friend. I will always keep in touch. Thank you.

PAUL A. HANARY
I feel I have made some people cry by my taunts in no particular place, and because I am a procrastinator, get involved in a lot of worthwhile projects which I keep going and projects which I keep going and keep going and keep going and keep going. Thank you.

MITA MARASONA
I never thought that day would come, but here it is. I like to thank my parents and my friends for helping me get through my college career. A little note is to my friends who have helped me enjoy my college life. I will call you. And thank you to the gang in the cafeteria for the million and one laughs.

DAVID L. MACAFFIE
After 17 years and $53,000.00, I've finally made it. Thank you all!
SUSAN M. MCCAI

After two schools and six years I'm finally graduating! I've
met so many great people here at NU, thanks for the
awesome memories!

To my best friends, Jason, Tom, and Joe, I can't put into
words how special your friendship is to me. Thanks for all
the times being there. You guys actually made studying fun.
Never forget the great times we've shared (the beach, jazz
on a boat, St. E's, late nights, wedding plans, road trips,
lobster dinners, late night study sessions, and the bangs!)

To Mom, Dad, Grandma, Grandpa, and Rich, thanks for
all of your love and support. I couldn't have made it with­
out you. I hope I made you proud. LOVE YOU!!

ROSEBEL EFE NESIANA

"God is my strength"

I thank my Lord God for my love, late, injuring and
grace. Thanks to my family, friends, co-workers, class
mates, walls, seat of this classroom department and other
people, although I don't like to chance one. Promise God and
members with faith in God and love you can conquer all
your problems.

LISELI MULALA-DALL

Thank you Mom and Dad. Chi Omega, Mike, Kerry, Anna,
Annika, and everyone. It's been really good luck and
thanks to all friends and family for the wealth. Please, please,
thanks for being a mean. Really thanks for everything. Thanks guys for dealing with me.

THU ANH NGO (TU)

We arrived to this country with the children and your help since the beginning and many experiences. This diploma is for you!

PERPETUA ODUJUMA

"The seed of victory at last"

This seemingly elected day is here finally and words can
never express my gratitude to my husband for putting up
with an abnormally shy, to my daughter for accepting her
"strange" and Mom, and being especially to God for giving
faith to see this day even in the darkenss of all days. Thanks to all the faculty and administrative members who worked
with it. Thanks to the friends and study partners I found along the
way and a big thank to you Mom and Dad for giving me the
bearable even though I couldn't even imagine.
After six years of college, it’s hard to put into words how I feel. I’ve lived, and there you go into those of the best friends I could ever ask for. You put the through school in my life, and I’ll never forget what you’ve done. To numerous, and I hope you stay close to the family and friends. To my father, who always seemed to find the right words. 

PAULA D. RODRIGUES

Whenever I need a friend, you always seem to be there. You help me with my problems, and you are who I turn to in need. We get together we are an indivisible bond. All the fun and laughter we’ve had in the past six years will always be part of my life. Whenever I look back, I will remember you, my dear friends.

HEATHER RICE

To my family, thank you with all my heart for your love and support. All the candles slowly melted down. I was a team and we achieved our goals. I love you. Always, keep the memories. I love you. Always, keep the memories. I love you.
ROSE SIMON
There is only one great knowledge and that is: ignorance.

Champion the right to be yourself, open to be different and to set your own patterns, live your own life, and follow your own true path.

To all my friends, there for all the harassment...

LESLEY DAIIE MILLER
First, to my parents - thank you. GG really made it.

Heather: Let's go in at SAM. Chistmas - name that band! Fuzzy teeth. Many no memories and playgrounds. Maybe I'm just glad you have the MD. Take for all the dogs I owe you. Wendy: TIGI sucking person and they all I can say to you is just around to flowers. Hold on tight, the ride has begun. Damn all my earthly burdens, you have just begun. '86, Peace.

ELIZABETTA STEFANOU
Congratulations Center of 1980

Hey Jane, Shagafan Let's do a body shot! Note that you in the corner at Our Massa! Ask and Chuck. This is the RA open up! have been 22 & 32 & 2. It's a piece of truth. Jane. You didn't know you exist in my life. Once you face death and take a walk with me, you'll never be the same. Legal Seafood's, tissue - 'I like you, you like me.' Party at headquarters. Ask and ask each other to Jamie. Oh, I mean Eric. 'I'm doing the work I can't a quietly, green bathroom sink. call, I want my study read.'? You look just like Kathy sometimes. I will miss everyone. Good luck!

CHARLES D. SLOCIR
Thanks to everyone who was there for me throughout the years, either in the office, on the floor, at class, at home and P.C. and driving on #1. Listen: show you something! Easy there kids, right P.M. As long as I have a face. Listen 2, trendy place. E.B., You're just not happy!! Fuzzy moose, you're really beyond. The highlight of my life, always. Fun and Dad. Thank you always. I love you.

M. FLORIANNE TANGOO
No new beginning is easy. Everything looks so uncertain. Everything needs a strong dose of perspective and determination to overcome the natural obstacles of the unknown.

Luther Aga Winter

Thank you for helping me overcome these obstacles. Through the support that you all have given me and for allowing me to keep your secrets, sharing stories, and listening to my rants, you have given me strength and courage.

JOHN MITCHELL SIMMERY
This was only possible with the help of my wife, Ellen.

Thanks for being so flexible and corresponding. Thank you to Mom for everything. Thanks to Tony for being Tony. You make it easy to say back and laugh at it all. Also, thanks to Dave, Audry, and of course Pat, OK push my dog. Randy, my receptionist, and to Robert, Room M., George, Tug, Roy, Tuck, Lisa, Jo., and everyone else who all the previously anything into feet - make a Run For The Ber-

ANTOINETTE MARIA TEMARANTZ

THANKS TO EVERYONE WHO WAS THERE FOR ME THROUGHOUT THE YEARS, EITHER IN THE OFFICE, ON THE FLOOR, AT CLASS, AT HOME AND P.C. AND DRIVING ON #1. LISTEN: SHOW YOU SOMETHING! EASY THERE KIDS, RIGHT P.M. AS LONG AS I HAVE A FACE. LISTEN 2, TRENDY PLACE. E.B., YOU'RE JUST NOT HAPPY!! FUZZY MOOSE, YOU'RE REALLY BEYOND. THE HIGHLIGHT OF MY LIFE, ALWAYS. FUN AND DAD. THANKS ALWAYS. I love you.
ANDRES TOLENTINO

It was great experience coming to Boston. I didn't like NU.

what I really liked and I never forget is all the fun that I had during my years in Boston. I thank my friends for all the help they gave me. I will never forget the patience of Rise and the wild times with Suzanne. I thank God for giving me the opportunity to come here. And to my mother "mami gracias por todo sin ti no hubiera..."

A. MIRIAM WELLHOF

Finally, my dream comes true. It took me a long time and a lot of work, but I did it. Thank you for believing in me and supporting me. I love you both. -Carlos Marent

EMMANUEL C. TIMOTHY

With God, the sky is the limit. But always remember, for in life you must put one step up the ladder, but on your way down you may meet them again.

ANTHONY M. WISDOM

THANKS TO THOSE WHO BELIEVED IN ME AND STOOD BY MY SIDE. I WISH THE BEST TO MY CLASSMATES, ESPECIALLY MITA, LISELI, CHRISTINE, AND ANNA. THANKS TO ALLEN AND ERIK, MY BABY, I LOVE YOU BOTH. GRACIAS MAMI. TE AMO MUY MUCHO.

GREGORY JOSEPH TUFARO

WOW! I can't believe it. It's really over. It's hard to say goodbye. These past few years have gone by so fast. I'm leaving with many memories. I'm leaving with many friends who I will never forget. They have helped me through the good times and bad. They have been there for me when I needed them. I thank God for putting up with me every time I showed up in the office with a new problem. I really got through my problems. I thank M Margaret and Nancy for being there for me. I thank Craig for helping me and my family when we needed him. Lastly, I would like to thank my family. With their support I would never have gone to school. Love and thanks to Mom, Dad, and Joanna.

KERRY MARIE WONG

Thanks to God, Mommy, and Daddy. I can't begin to say what you have done for me.

BEFORE THE END OF THE YEAR, I WILL BE THE BEST PAIR A GIRL COULD ASK FOR. THOSE ARE ALWAYS THE BEST.

GREETINGS! I CAN'T BELIEVE IT. IT'S FINALLY OVER, THE BATTLE IS OVER!! These past few years have gone by so fast. I'm leaving with many memories. I'm leaving with many friends who I will never forget. They have helped me through the good times and bad. They have been there for me when I needed them. I thank God for putting up with me every time I showed up in the office with a new problem. I really got through my problems. I thank M Margaret and Nancy for being there for me. I thank Craig for helping me and my family when we needed him. Lastly, I would like to thank my family. With their support I would never have gone to school. Love and thanks to Mom, Dad, and Joanna.

CHRISTINA YOUNG

Yeah! We finally made it through five hard years. I would like to thank Ann and Nancy because without them I would have felt lost. I had some great times with Wendy, Alka, and Ellen. I thank you for being there when I needed you. Last but not least, I thank Craig for helping me and my family when we needed him. Lastly, I would like to thank my family. With their support I would never have gone to school. I love you all. And congratulations class of '97. I'll see you in Puerto Rico in my own pharmacy!
Camera Shy Seniors

Congrats! Class of '93, party on! Kate, shotgun! Rob is a piece of scam. Hey Marty and Chris look at the "wood" you created! Anthony- "Mother on a stick," Blum- "Hot stuff and Vodka!" U2 is that us! Kathy- "Killer clowns from outerspace," "Happy Earth Day." Spring '93 party at my place! It's been a most impressive 5 years. Good Luck to everyone. Thank you for everything Mom and Dad.
— Ralph E. Regine

What a long strange trip it's been, from high school class of 1967 to pharmacy's class of 1993. And what a pleasure it's been to watch the young men and women of a new generation grow into the fine and caring professionals they soon will be.
Thank you: To Marty for great class leadership; to the teaching staff (and Ann and Nancy) for always being there to answer endless questions to Drs. Boisee, Boroujerdi, Jones, Schumacher, and Waszczak for inspiration; and to Doug and Aaron, Whose love made the dream possible.
— Nancy E. Harding

Speechless Seniors

I want to thank God for supporting and helping me through my studies, my friends Emma, Melony, Rosebel, Bee, and Erica and all other friends, my parents and the faculty members. And good luck to ALL my classmates!
— Sandra Presume

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Bob, Diane, and all the PAH staff. "It was real, it was fun, but it wasn't real fun." Good luck to anyone taking Bio-chem Tox Lab. May the Schatz be with you!!!
— Brian R. Maori

So another chapter in the book is closing and with it each of us in this Tox class is taking our own very own, very unique weirdness to other places — good luck to each of you. But enough sentimentality — it's oula here. Thanks Mom and Dad and Bob and Diane. P.S. Jeff, I won't goof.
— John Peters

Speechless Seniors

It wasn't fun.
— Michelle (Shelly) Morris

Thank you very much Mom and Daddy!
— Hesha Patel

Marlusz Ciecko
Marion Herbert
Tung Hoang
Vashka Korim
Hu-Hi Lai
Wing Lai
Jean Le Fevre
Don Montigny
Richard Pawlik

Latha Pillai
Michael Quirk
Rajind Saini
John Shuhlman
Jagdeepakpa Thind
Tara Wiswesser
Meng-Chin Yang
Phoenix Yau
David Z. Yu
Toxicology

TOXICOLOGY (toke'"-kol'o-je). Division of medical and biological science concerned with toxic substances, detecting them, studying their chemistry and pharmacological actions, and establishing antidotes and treatment of toxic manifestations, prevention of poisoning, and methods for controlling exposure to harmful substances.

Taber’s Medical Dictionary
Pharmacists Of The Future
Answers On Pg. 96
Administrators

Dean James J. Gozzo

Associate Dean, Dr. Mehdi Boroujerdi

Student Advisors

I would like to give each of you a smile to take with you! Take it out whenever you need one and feel free to give it away. You have been a great class and we will miss you. Keep in touch. Wishing you success and happiness.

Nancy Warner
Student Services

How did 1993 get here so quickly? May the knowledge you've gained, friendship you've formed, and lessons you've learned at NU, contribute to a bright future. Wishing you much success and happiness.

Anne Ahern
Student Services
Best wishes for a rewarding professional career in pharmacy and a well balanced life.

Professor Norman R. Boisse

Dr. Judith Barr

Dr. Norman Boisse

Dr. Nancy Chen

Prof. Todd Brown

Dr. William Hartner

Dr. Robert Hanson

Dr. Robert DeForge

Dr. Robert DeForge

Enjoy your job and profession. Make your job and profession count.

Gerald Donahue

Best of Luck!

Todd Brown

You might be surprised to hear me put it this way, but I have learned a lot from you. As a new faculty member, it was through my classes with you that I learned a great deal about how to do my job. I will fondly remember you all for a very long time.

P.S. Pay your lab fee!

Prof. Jonathan Freedman

Where the world ceases to be the scene of our seasonal hopes and wishes, when we face it as free beings, admiring, asking and observing, there we enter the realm of Arts and Science. . . . . A.

Dr. Robert DeForge

You guys play a mean Tug-Of-War.

Prof. Ralph Loring

Dr. Gerald Donehew

Dr. Richard Deth

Dr. Jonathan Freedman

Dr. Gerald Jones

Dr. Ralph Loring

Dr. George Hwang

Dr. Barbara Waszczak
May your pockets or pocketbooks overflow with lots of hard earned money during your new and rewarding career. Good Luck!

Roger Lee Avelino
Secretary, 211 Mugar

Best Wishes to the Class of 1993, I hope that you will remember your years at Northeastern fondly, particularly all the time that you have spent in the College of Pharmacy & Allied Health in good old Mugar. Know that the faculty and staff members of your College are confident that you will continue to succeed as you begin your professional careers. Congratulations!

Sandra A. Lally
Administrative Assistant

Dr. Barry Kass
Dr. Robert Cersosimo
Dr. Diane Silverman
Prof. James Matthews
Dr. Michael Montagne
Prof. John Sudol

Dr. Robert Schatz
Dr. Gerald Schumacher
Dr. Ashok Saluja

Jay, Wen, & Chris
The Lab T.A.'s

CAMERA SHY

Elliot Spector
Helen Meldrum
Robert Raffauf
Robert Pavlan
Lou Fiore
The Year

1992

ROYAL PAINS

AMERICA

"THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE HAVE
VOTED TO MAKE A NEW
BEGINNING." BILL
CLINTON TOLD AN
ELECTION NIGHT CROWD

BIRDS

IN Review

AUGUST 14 Bush orders
shipment of food to
Somalia, where according
to Red Cross estimates
1.5 million people
are starving.

August 24-26 Hurricane
Andrew, with winds of
164 mph, hits north
Florida and Louisiana.
Thirty-three people
are killed; 300,000
are left homeless.

Habitrol
(novary
transdermal
system)

RACE FOR THE
WHITE HOUSE

"MA-JEEK! MA-JEEK!
PLEASE SMILE FOR ME!
I'LL HEAR THAT IN MY
SLEEP," SAID MAGIC
JOHNSON. BY THE END
OF THE OLYMPICS, THE
DREAM TEAM HAD GIVEN
AMERICA SOMETHING TO
SMILE ABOUT: TOO: THE
FIRST GOLD MEDAL
IN MEN'S BASKETBALL
SINCE 1984.
Headlines

The Gulf War - The Simpsons - Silicone Implants - Dream Team - RU-486 - potatoes -
Mike Tyson - ex-Mayor Marion Barry - Larry Bird retires - Beverly Hills 90210 -
Sinead O’Connor - Superman dies - Somalia relief effort - L.A. Riots - AIDS - South
Africa - President Bill Clinton - former President Bush - H. Ross Perot - Jeffrey
Dahmer - Abortion - Saddam Hussein - Michael Jordan and the Chicago Bulls -
Habitrol - Woody Allen & Mia Farrow - Clarence Thomas & Anita Hill - Cheers -
Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro - Arthur Ashe - Savings & Loan - Sam Kinison -
Malcolm X - Noriega - Dan & Dave - Yugoslavia - Magic Johnson - Sega - Cheers last season - Pittsburgh Penguins - "I didn’t inhale" - William Kennedy Smith -
Soviet Union collapses - Iran contra - Hurricane Andrew - Duke Blue Devils - Hilary
Clinton - Amy Fisher - Ryan White - Jack Kevorkian, "Suicide Doctor" - Murphy
Brown - Pee Wee Herman - No Smoking - Toronto Blue Jays - Rodney King - Berlin
Wall - Lyle Alzado & steroids - Johnny Carson’s last show - Washington Redskins -
J. Crew - Nirvana - Gang violence - Bill Cosby - Pharmacy Graduation

ORGANIZATIONS
The Rho Chi Honor Society, founded in 1917, promotes the advancement of the pharmaceutical sciences through the encouragement and recognition of sound scholarship. High standards of intellectual and scholarly attainments are demanded for election to membership.

The society seeks to promote scholarly fellowship in pharmacy by bringing together undergraduate and graduate students, along with faculty, in a fraternal and helpful association. The society strives to increase the awareness of the ethical and social responsibilities of the profession of Pharmacy.
Academy of Students of Pharmacy (ASP) is a professional organization for all pharmacy students. Student membership is also in the American Pharmaceutical Association. Leaders organize the annual pharmacy dance, exposition, picnic, and community outreach programs. Leaders represent the College at regional and national meetings of the ASP. A member represents the ASP in the national patient counseling competition. Leaders also sponsor various fund raising events to support the costs of its activities.

Gerald R. Donehew, PhD.
ASP Advisor

ASP Regional And National Meetings

Regional Meeting in New York City

Clowning around in California
This BUD's for you!

Raise your hand if you're SURE.

ASP Picnic
June 1992

Too much testosterone

Where's Nina?

Picnic Babes
ASP Semi-Formal
November 2nd, 1992

MEMORIES
Welcome to Pharmacy

Who the hell is Amelia Peabody?

Oops ... Late again

Northeastern at a glance

Whadaya mean INSUFFICIENT FUNDS?

Sit ... UBU ... Sit!
Look ... No cavities

We love school

Double Trouble

Chrissy, looks like you need Sweet Oil

Is this Rauwolfia Serpentina?

Get a haircut ... And it's impolite to stick out your tongue!

Is it FRIDAY yet?

Who is Henderson Hasselbalch?

I.V.'s are my life

Why are we doing this?
The Hallowed Halls . . .

Three Musketeers

We should have gone to Temple

Another satisfied RICARDO's customer

We thought the handbook said ORGASMIC Chemistry!

Please Dr. Jones, no more SAR's!

Hello. . . I won't be into work today

If you don't like it, take it off!

Hello everyone

I have a question!

Uh Oh! They caught us

Aren't we finished yet?

. . . Of Mugar
Dude ... No computers in Canada dude!

This tie is driving me nuts

Put your trust in US!

They'll never catch us

Drug Info  Monday  8AM

What BIG EYES you have!

If you cheat off me, you're dead!

Take a RITALIN
Professor Brown

Get her number

Who threw that spitball?

The Classroom
Do you know you?

Up close and personal with Marla

Race ya to Our House

Chuck & Rob ... The Sun Gods

5 Minutes 'til the test

No time for a study break

We love to study & study & study

HAPPENINGS
Final Exam

If you can't pass this ... Who Cares?

DIRECTIONS - Matching. Read each statement and match it with the person that made it famous. Good Luck.

1) First scene . . . Ghostbusters . . . "back off buddy we're scientists."
   A. Prof. DeForge

2) Remember this is an examination of your knowledge, not your neighbor's.
   B. Anne & Nancy

3) Phar-ma-cee.
   C. Prof. Saluja

4) On three, raise your Inhalers and squeeze In unison.
   D. Prof. Donehew

5) You cheat, you die.
   E. Prof. Pavian

6) Eat a piece of turkey and it will go thru Krebs Cycle.
   F. Dean Gozzo

7) Hold on . . . Wait . . . I have a 1000 things going at once.
   G. Prof. Freedman

8) (While not paying attention) Mr/Ms (your name) do you know the answer . . . Why Not? (Hint: "Okaaaaay", Alright"
   H. Prof. Jones

9) I guarantee 30% of you will be here next quarter.
   I. Prof. Chen

10) My daughter had Otitis Media and . . . (Hint: think life saver)
    J. Prof. Fiore

11) Dude, I don’t know nothing, Dude & I hate Americans. I use your pharmacy school and then I will leave.
    K. Amish Patel

12) Don’t worry, if you’ve made it this far you’ll pass.
    L. Prof. Sudol

13) Who has any idea about potassium.
    M. Prof. Brown

14) Do you know your notes! (repeat 5 times)
    N. Prof. Boroujerdi

15) I count these skulls every day, if one's missing, it's over.
    O. Prof. Schumacher

16) I am the exam.
    P. Prof. Matthews

17) (Silence)
    Q. Prof. Boisie

18) Any ques-shing's. (Hint: You probably couldn't here that)
    R. Prof. Dixon

ANSWERS - (1)g, (2)m, (3)d, (4)f, (5)i, (6)c, (7)a, (8)n, (9)h, (10)p, (11)k, (12)b, (13)q, (14)d, (15)r, (16)o, (17)e, (18)l
Drink, Drank, Drunk . . .

Consume, Pound, And Slam!
"I need another one, STAT!"

"The Susan Sandwich"

"I'm with stupid"

"Hey! Hey! We're the Monkees"

"Where's the keg?"

"The future's so bright, you gotta wear shades"

"Colgate Poster Children"

"The Three Amigos"

"The answer is NO Chris"

"Off to the library-June 1992"

"The Pharmacy Rockettes"

"Hey, let me in this one guys!"

"Blonde Ambition"

"Party!!!"
I wanna be tall—like you guys

"Where's my beer?"

Lunch re-visited

Lucky Johnny

"Hi...I'm available"

We've got the munchies

You can dress Joe up but you can't take him out

Apple with a beer chaser

Look at our pearly whites

Don't worry ladies—I'll protect you

Front of the class meets the back

Out you go Mary!

Bring on the beer!

"Hi...I'm available"

Two dates Heather?

You can dress Joe up but you can't take him out

Don't worry ladies—I'll protect you

Out you go Mary!

"Hi...I'm available"
Goodbye

It has been five long, hard years at Northeastern but we have finally reached our goal. It is a time for rejoicing, while it is also a time for reflection. We have made many friends and have countless memories of our college days. Think of this as our goodbye kiss to you - Goodbye and Good Luck.
Yearbook Staff

Tim Fensky
Advertising Editor

Chris Hopkins
Photographer
(among many)

Susan McCaig & Heather Ann Periconi
Editor, Asst. Editor

Anita Khoury & Lisa Ruddy
Advertising Editors

Marty Mattel
Editor

Jason Reiser
Editor

Dr. Gerald Schumacher
Faculty Advisor

"The Staff"
CVS Pharmacy

CVS Pharmacy/Peoples Drug Recognizes Your Achievements And Wishes The Graduating Class of 1993

SUCCESS!

At CVS/Peoples Drug, we know that the end of college means the start to a challenging career. That's why we look for motivated graduates to share in our mission.

CVS/Peoples Drug serves our customers by providing health & beauty aids, seasonal and convenience products and pharmacy service in a convenient, inviting "Neighborhood Drug Store" setting.

We offer a comprehensive package of benefits for full time employees including: Medical Insurance, Prescription Plan, Dental Insurance, Vacation, Holidays, Educational Assistance, Life Insurance, Travel Insurance, Disability Insurance, Pension Plan, Future Fund, 401(k), Profit Sharing, Employee Stock Ownership Plan and Merchandise Discounts.

For more information about YOUR future with us, please call or send your resume to:

Patty Rizzo, R.Ph.
Pharmacy Personnel Representative
Bristol Shopping Center, 627 Farmington Ave.
Bristol, CT 06010
Call 1-800-444-1140, Ext. 9870

Kathy Mercado, R.Ph.
Pharmacy Personnel Representative
190 Oak Street, Suite 1
Brockton, MA 02401
Call 1-800-444-1140, Ext. 9864

A Division of Minute Maid Corporation. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Congratulation Graduates!

Suburban Ostomy Supply Co., Inc.

America's Leading Wholesale Distributor of Home Health Care Products
Shipping From 5 Distribution Centers Coast-to-Coast

Congratulations Marty,
And Good Luck In The Future.
Love
Mom And Dad

Congratulations Amy Dawson

We Are Very Proud Of You-
With Love.
Mom, Dad
Gram
Fred, Vicki And Chelsea
Nancy, Randy,
Claire And JoAnna

Heather Darung,
Nothing Compares To You!
You Light Up Our Lives.
We Wish You A Bright And Happy Future.
With Love And Pride Today And Always.
Mother And Dad
L I S E L I Congratulations On Your Graduation! You’ve always been conscientious and hardworking and deserve all the success you’ll undoubtedly have. May you realize your dream of going to Medical School and eventually becoming a Medical Doctor. We’re very proud of you, and wish you all the best in your future endeavors. With lots of love from Mummy and Daddy.

Robert Baba,
We are proud of all you have accomplished!
Love and congratulations! Mom and Dad (Dr. & Mrs. Robert M. Baba)

Our Promise...
Committed to helping our patients live better.
Insta-Care Pharmacy Services
1170 South Main Street
Huntington, WV 25701
1-800-688-4164

FSF Only a few know of the pain & sacrifices not to mention the ‘Blood’ & tears that you endured to achieve the goal that you have conquered.
Congratulations Yoda.
P.S. To You Stay

Best wishes to the graduating seniors at Northeastern University College of Pharmacy and Allied Health Professions class of 1993.

Best of Luck CHRIS From Mike and Mom

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1993
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY PRACTICE

Judy Barr
Mehdi Boroujerdi
Todd Brown
Robert Cersosimo
Gerald Donehew
Lou Flore
Barry Kass
James Matthews

Helen Meldrum
Michael Montagne
Robert Pavlon
Joseph Sceppa
Gerald Schumacher
Raafat Seifeldin
Brian Shea

TIM-TIM, CONGRATULATIONS! YOU DID IT! WE’RE SO PROUD OF YOU! (NOW GET A JOB AND DON’T FORGET TO CALL HOME!) (DAD SAYS THE NEXT CALL IS ON YOU!)
LOVE, MOM, DAD, KEVIN, GRANDMA AND GRANDPA

Giovanna Di Palma,
Congratulations! We are all very proud of you. Years of hard work and dedication have finally paid off. Best wishes for a bright and successful future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Salvatore, Lida, Nonni and family

Congratulations & Best Wishes
on the Start of a Long and Rewarding Career!
"CONGRATULATIONS GREG"

FROM MOM & DAD TUFARO

TO OUR SON FRANK FRUSTACE.
Congratulations. Always live up to your own expectations. Strive to be happy and success will be yours!
With love, Mom & Dad

NASAREEN,
In my eyes like a light you shine. In my heart like a love you abide. In my thoughts like a dream you're alive. Congratulations and much love.
Daddy

Dear Suzanne,
We are very proud of you and love you very much.
Mother and Dad, Lynne and David, Ryan, Allison and Nathaniel, Janis and David, Jacqueline and Benjamin

"Our very best to the Class of 1993."
Rob,
CONGRATULATIONS! It’s been a long hard 5 years but we had all the confidence in you that you could do it. We are all very proud of you and wish you all the luck and happiness in the future.
Love Always,
Dad, Mom, Jon & Robyn

Paula,
YOU MADE IT! THANK GOD!
Pat and Dad

HEATHER FEATHER.
YOU’VE MADE THE GRADE. YOU’VE MADE US PROUD. BE SUCCESSFUL. DON’T WORRY—BE HAPPY. BE GRADUATED! YAY!
LOVE, MOM & DAD STEVENS, BECKI, MEAGHAN, MITTENS & THE KITTENS XXOO

SUSAN MCCOOG.
People are divided into three groups. Those who make things happen. Those who watch things happen. Those who wonder what happened.
Congratulations on being the captain of the first group. We wish you much success. You have made us so proud. We love you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Grandma and Grandpa

Congratulations Rudy.
Son May God grant you Courage and Hope for every day. Faith to guide you along the way. Understanding and Wisdom too. And Grade to accept what life gives you to do. We love you and are very proud of you and your accomplishments.
Love Always, Mom and Dad.

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1993.
FROM EVERYONE ON THE YEARBOOK STAFF

Anita C. Khoury,

Congratulations and Best Wishes From Dad and Mom, Robert and Jake. All are proud of you.
To John our son and brother we congratulate you on all that you have achieved. We are all very proud of you. You’re going on another voyage into time. A trip to somewhere new. You may not always see us there but we’ll be there with you. Continue to go through life making waves. The higher the waves the bigger the rewards. Good luck to you and all the Pharmacy Graduates of 1993.

Love Dad, Mom, Joey and Matt

To John

LEVOXINE® (LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM TABLETS, USP)

- Approved on the Massachusetts List of Interchangeable Drugs effective 9/1/90
- Save over 60% in acquisition costs
- Save your customers 50% or more per prescription

Lisa Darling,

We love you and are very proud of you. Congratulations and Best Wishes for success and happiness in everything you do.

Love. Mom and Dad

Lisa

Words cannot express how proud we are of you. You choose a hard profession and have excelled in it; even though there were many obstacles. We wish you the best of everything now and in the future.

Love, Mom & Dad

Lisa Darling,

Congratulations Leslie! Your hard work has paid off. We love you and are very proud of you.

Leslie

Dad, Mom, Denise and Dean

LEVOXINE® (LEVOTHYROXINE SODIUM TABLETS, USP)

• Approved on the Massachusetts List of Interchangeable Drugs effective 9/1/90
• Save over 60% in acquisition costs
• Save your customers 50% or more per prescription

CONGRATULATIONS
IRIS DANIHELLE ALSTON

"Iris, these words do not adequately express the pride and exultation we are feeling because of your outstanding accomplishments. We are sure your father is smiling down on you. May the road ahead have many more smooth places than steep hills."

LOVE YOU
MOM, MARCUS, STEVEN, SHARON, BYRON AND 'LITTLE PRINCESS', LAUREN

Allen & Hanburys

CONGRATULATIONS AND
BEST WISHES
TO THE CLASS OF 1993

To Tom: Jason:

Who I never thought would graduate from Pharmacy School because the only books he read had to have pictures and be about Sports- I leave the Picasso hanging in back of the store. Enjoy-Jay-Enjoy.

Dad.

P.S. We found the shoe repair ticket you lost three years ago and Mr. Plotnick says your Penny Loafers will be ready next Tuesday.

Dear Jay:

I'm so proud of you for all you've accomplished. I wish you a happy future and I hope you will realize all of your dreams.

Love you.

Mom.
CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1993

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1993
From
Edward A. D'Agostino
Hospital Center Pharmacy
433 Brookline Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
(617) 566-3700

With Best Wishes For:
Success in Your Chosen Profession . . .

Your Schering/Key Representatives
Congratulations to the Pharmacy Graduates
Class of 1993

Elia’s Campus Trolley

would like to wish the Class of 1993 the Best of Luck in the future.

OUR BEST WISHES FOR SUCCESS TO:
THE CLASS OF 1993

We’re proud of your accomplishments at Northeastern and are looking forward to your accomplishments in the future.

Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Prof. Mansor Amiji
Prof. Norman Boisse
Prof. Mehdi Boroujerdi
Prof. Richard Deth
Prof. Jonathan Freedman
Prof. Roger Giese
Prof. Robert Hanson
Prof. George Hwang
Prof. Jerry Jones

Prof. Ban-An Khaw
Prof. Ralph Loring
Prof. Eric Mack
Prof. John Neumeier
Prof. Robert Raffauf
Prof. Robert Schatz
Prof. Elliot Spector
Prof. Barbara Waszczak
Roger Avelino
Nancy Weston

Roche Laboratories
a division of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc.

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES TO THE CLASS OF 1993

Kerrie Price
Medical Center Representative
Voice Mail: 1 (800) LA ROCHE (527-6243) Ext. 8-3833
50 Atkins Street, Apartment #1
Brighton, MA 02135

APhA

ACADEMY OF

PRESDENT
Lisa Derrig

VICE-PRESIDENTS
Iris Alston
Mary Ann Preston

STUDENTS OF

PHARMACY

APhA

TREASURERS
Jerry Stewart
Farzana Rahman

SECRETARY
Patricia Kelly

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1993
Good Luck And Farewell!!

CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST OF LUCK
TO THE CLASS OF 1993
WE WILL MISS YOU
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
SERVICES
ANNE AHERN
AND
NANCY WARNER

TO THE “DUPICES”
(Mary & Natalie)
Best of Luck!!!
LOVE
D.A.L.

FUTURE PHARMACIST
ANSWERS
A. Liseli Mulala-Dali
B. Suzanne Rosenberg
C. John Fantasia
D. Lisa Fields
E. Kerry Wong
F. Susan McCaig
G. Joe Amaismeier
H. Frank Frustace
I. Nasareen Ismaily
J. Greg Tufaro
K. Paula Flynn
L. Robert Baba
M. Toni Temarantz
N. Anita Khoury
O. Lisa Ruddy
P. Rudy Butterworth

BOSTON